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Abstract
Integrated microbatteries are currently being developed to provide reliable low noise voltage sources for system-on-a-chip applicationsby Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). These microbatteries help provide localized current capacities or embedded power supplies at the chip level for
space exploration.
This paper presents a design approach for charging and discharging microbatteries. M a x i ” flexibility in terms of voltages and currents are
also obtained through the use of a switching matrix. The microbatteries used for the design are rated at 5OnAH capacity and are solid state
lithium electrolyte based The designs are built using Microwave Silicon- on-Insulator process.
Keywords - LDMOSFET, Micropower, Microbattery, and SOL

1. Introduction

NASA engineers have been working to develop a
conceptual design for microspacecraft, which would have allimportant features and have a reduction in mass. NASA plans
to achieve this by the miniaturization and integration of power
sources with their loads [I]. This highly integrated approach
would also be useful for analogous commercial, aerospace and
military applications. By providing point-of-use power,
significant reduction in mass associated with wiring and
packaging can be obtained. Similar advantages can be utilized
by colocating micropower sources and integrated circuit
components on the same chip.
Thin film lithium microbatteries have emerged as a
legitimate power source in many microspacecraft applications.
Conventional bandgap voltage reference circuits can be quite
large, and are candidates for replacement by these microscale
batteries. Analog sensors which require total isolation from
digital noise for optimal performance can benefit from these
on-chip power sources [Z].
The capacity and current rating of any microbattery is
limited. Certain miniaturized systems require higher capacities
and voltages than a single microbattery can provide. This
paper describes a microbattery switch array system in Siliconon-Insulator, which groups multiple lithium microbatteries to
form a microbattery array. This approach provides maximum
voltage and capacity flexibility at the chip level.
*Corresponding Author. Tel + 1-208-885-4341
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This switch matrix will also be useful in providing on-chip
power for several low current, high voltage applications in
microspacecraft systems
2. Microbattery characteristics

The microbatteries used for the project have been designed,
fabricated and tested at P L , California Institute of
Technology [2]. The characteristics of the microbatteries are
listed in TABLE I. The lithium microbatteries fabricated for
this work were nominally 600pm*600pm, and provided
between 10-SOnAH capacity (Figure 1). These microbatteries
can be cycled hundreds of times with minimal capacity loss
(Figure 2) [2].
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Fig. 1 Charge and discharge profile of a lithium microbattery
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Fig.2 Capacity behavior as a function of charge cycles

3. Microbattery charging algorithms

After practicing several charging algorithms, a constant
current constant voltage (CCCV) method was found to be
reliable and efficient. In this method a lithium microbattery is
charged at a set current level (normally equal to lC(capacity)
rating of the microbattery) until it reaches its final voltage. At
this point, the charger circuitry switches over to constant
voltage mode, and provides the current necessary to hold the
microbattery at this final voltage (4.25V per cell). During the
constant voltage phase, current drops exponentially to a zero
value. Thus, the charger should be capable of providing stable
control loops for maintaining either current or voltage at a
constant value, depending on the state of the microbattery [3].
To maximize usehl charge cycle time, the CCCV was
removed as soon as the charging current reached 5% of the
Constant Current value. At this point it was observed that the
microbattery capacity reached 95 to 99% of the rated value

PI.

apparent deleterious effects. The basic concept is to charge
thin film microbatteries with large values of current, but with
a small duty cycle at high frequencies. This produces a fairly
accurate net lower average current.
In a microbattery stack array, it is advisable that the
microbatteries be charged in parallel. Serial charging is not
practiced because of the difficulty in maintaining voltage
balance. This allows the charger circuitry to be simpler in
design as well.
After several lab-based chargeldischarge experimental trials
involving lithium microbatteries using discrete components, it
was concluded that the integrated charger could use either the
CCCV method or the pulse-charge algorithm to charge the
microbatteries and achieve acceptable results.
4. Microbattery power management system

Figure 3 is a block diagram representation of the integrated
microbattery power management system, developed using
Silicon-on-Insulator process rules. The microbattery power
management system (pBPMS) is a system designed for
programmability and flexibility features for a microbattery
cell. Such features include charge/discharge option, and
characteristic monitoring of each cell. In addition, the system
maintains a look up table indicating such parameters as
number of charged cells, number of cells to be charged,
number of faulty cells and the number of times a given cells
has been chargeddischarged. This data will be available to the
user as a real time status of the system. The charge mechanism
can be applied to single cells or multi-cells connected in
parallel. The discharge mechanism can be applied to single
cells or multi cells connected in parallel for user defined
capacity requirements or cells connected in series for user
defined voltage values.

TABLE I
LITHIUM BATTERY
Capacity
VoltageRating
Rated Voltage
Maximum Overcharge
Voltage
Electrical Breakdown
Operating Range
Deep Discharge to
Charge/ Discharge
Rating.
Rate of Charge
Efficient Rate
Normal Rate

CHARACTERISTICS
1- 200nAH

4.25V
4.3 - 4.4v
5.5v
4.25V - 3V

ov

0.1c to 1oc
0.1C to0.15 C
1.0 c

TABLE I indicates that the capacity of the microbatteries is
in the nano-ampere-hour range. As such, it is challenging to
generate a very accurate nanoampere current source using
discrete components. To overcome this difficulty, pulse
charging is considered because these microbatteries responded
well to pulses of current. Its our experience that the
microbatteries can tolerate pulse charging without any

Fig.3 Microbattery power management system level architecture.

The pBPMS consists of 5 parts: Charge Circuitry, Charge
Controller, pBattery Switch Array System, Interface Circuitry
and Controller as shown in Figure 3. The charge circuitry is a
system that provides fifteen different current values in
increments of 50nA and a constant voltage level. The current
increments and/or constant voltage can be selected to charge
the cells as required by the system. The charge controller
system provides additional charge flexibility to the user by
allowing pulse charging to be incorporated into the charging

mechanism. The pBSAS consists of two parts: a Switch
Matrix and Switch Matrix Controller. The switch matrix
allows the system to connect N cells in any desired
configuration. While the switch matrix controller provides the
desired control signals to achieve the desired configuration.
The interface circuitry is a system component that allows the
controller to communicate with the individual components of
the pBPMS. The controller is a soffware/hardware integrated
system that monitors the operation of the individual
components of the system and perform tasks as outlined in the
system specifications [4].
Figure 4 is the block diagram representation of the
University of Tennessee's charger circuitry. The charger
provides a digitally adjustable output current in increments of
50nA up to a maximum of 750nA. The output current is
controlled using a four-bit, current-mode digital to analog
converter (DAC). The controller is responsible for sending
the four-bit control word to the charger circuitry. The constant
voltage charging capability of 4.25V is implemented using a
using a voltage regulator circuit. A flash analog to digital
converter (ADC) constantly monitors the microbattery voltage
and signals the charge controller when the microbattery is at
full voltage capacity.
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observed that the switch S1 is used for both charging and
discharging cell 1. As such, the switch must be bi-directional.
It is desirable that the forward voltage drop associated with
each switch during charging a cell be as small as possible. If
one desires to retain a fully charged microbattery, for
example, cell 1, then switch S1 has to be fully off with no
leakage present. If switch S1 experiences leakage, then there
exists a possibility wherein cell 1 could lose charge to Node X
through switch S1. Initially, high voltage diodes were used for
the design of the switches but experimental results showed
that the leakage were in the range of 17nA and, as such the
design was discarded. After several experimental trials, High
Voltage Metal Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) switches were
found that satisfy the leakage requirements. A separate array
of switches is used for charging and discharging the cells, as
explained in the next section of the paper.
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Fig.4 Microbattery charger architecture.

5. Microbattery switch matrix design issues
The microbattery switch matrix helps in providing the
maximum voltage and current capacities that approach
theoretical values. As seen in Figure 5, for charging cell 1,
switch SI, S2 and S-CHARGE are fully on with the other
terminal switches being fully off. The same principle applies
for charging other cells individually with the appropriate
switches turned on.
For discharging cell 1, switch S1, S2 and the
S-DISCHARGE are fully on to form the closed loop circuit.
The switch matrix also helps achieve series discharge. As seen
in the schematic, if there exists a series discharge path with all
cells connected in series, then node Y experiences a potential
of 17V (4.25V *4). It is an important design issue that the
switches handle such a high value of voltage without
experiencing electrical breakdown. At the same time, it can be
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Fig.5 Switch matrix for the microbattery switch array system.
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6. Different working cases of a switch matrix for the
microbattery switch array system
Using the switch matrix in Figure 5, four possible operating
cases can be envisioned to charge and discharge
microbatteries.
Charging any individual microbattey
In any given microbattery stack array, there exists a
possibility wherein a single microbattery requires charge.
Such microbatteries would require charging current for a fully
charged condition. Figure 6 schematic shows one method to
achieve this. The charging current is limited to a 1C rating of
the microbattery, which is equivalent to 50nA of current. The
gate voltages for each of the MOS switches is provided by an
gate driver controller.
At any point of charge cycle time, it is important that the
voltage of the microbattery be known. This is because; the
microbattery voltage sets the gate voltage of the charging
switch. For example, if the microbattery voltage is at 4.10V
then the microbattery requires charging current to reach endof-charge threshold value of 4.25V. If the gate voltage of
switch SC2 is kept at 5V, then the device SC2 is not in a
strong inversion region. This tends to limit the amount of
charging current going into cell 1. This is overcome by
6.1.

increasing the gate voltage to a higher value, e.g. 6V. Now, if
the same gate voltage is maintained and if the microbattery
voltage is at OV, this could lead to device gate oxide
breakdown.
Switch SC2 has an isolated bulk. This is because, when cell
1 and cell 2 are connected in series, the positive side of cell 1
is raised to a potential of 8.50V (4.25V * 2). This forward
biases the internal pn diode formed between the source and
bulk, yielding a flow of current from Node X to Node Y ,
which is an undesirable factor. This has been eliminated by
isolating the bulk and reverse biasing the pn diode.

voltage. P-channel MOS devices are used as switches during
the discharge as seen in Figure 8. The gate voltages of the Pchannel MOS devices (SD2and SD1) are pulled low. This
forces the device to operate in a strong inversion region. As
such, maximum energy can be harnessed from the
microbatteries. Higher current capacities can be obtained by
increasing the number of microbatteries in the switch matrix.

6.2 Discharging microbatteries
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Fig.6 Charging any single microbattery.

6.2.

Charging microbatteries in parallel

It is always advisable that all the microbatteries in a stack
array be charged at the same time so they obtain equal
microbattery voltages. The microbatteries can be charged both
serially and in parallel. Series charging is not practical
because it is difficult to balance the microbattery voltages.
Parallel charging offers the advantage of microbatteries
automatically reaching an equivalent potential value. Figure 7
depicts how microbatteries can be charged in parallel. Switch
SC3 has an isolated bulk and holds the same explanation as
switch SC2.

in series

The microbattery switch matrix also facilitates in providing
increased supply voltages (Figure 8) at the chip level and
thereby eliminating area used by power supply circuits.
Ideally speaking, since each of these microbatteries has a fullscale voltage reading of 4.25V, it is again possible to provide
8SOV for a period of one hour before the microbatteries reach
their threshold voltage value. The gate voltage for switch SD2
is maintained at 5V[6]. This is done so that the switch exhibits
an automatic disconnect behavior when the combined cell
voltage reaches 6V. This limits the microbattery voltage to
3V/cell assuming that we have identical microbatteries.
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Fig.9 Discharging microbatteries in series.
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Fig.7 Charging microbatteries in parallel.
in parallel
The microbattery switch matrix also assists in providing
increased current capacities to the load. This is achieved by
discharging microbatteries in parallel. Since each of these
microbatteries are rated at SOnAH, it is possible to provide
lOOnA of current for one hour, to the load before the
microbatteries reach the lower end-of-charge threshold
6.3. Discharging microbatteries

To avoid capacity degradation, overcharge or deep
discharge is not practiced.
7. Computer simulation results

Simulation results of the switch matrix, using 3.3V Siliconon-Insulator SPICE models at room temperature are shown in
Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14. Figure 1 1 shows the simulated
voltage behavior of the switch matrix controller for charging
two microbatteries in parallel.
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MOS switches. In this simulation a fully charged microbattery
was assumed with appropriate gate voltages applied to the
switches so that they are in the off state [IO]. A resistive load
of 85M with a pad capacitance of 20pF was assumed for the
simulations. An output voltage of 430pV was observed at the
load under blocking conditions infemng a leakage current of 5
PA. This simulation points out that isolation could be achieved
with little to no energy loss from the microbattery. Also, the
forward voltage for any conducting MOS switch was
observed to be close to 10mV.
A gatehulk driver circuit for the microbattery switch matrix
has been developed that will be addressed in a future paper
[6]. It drives the switches in a reliable manner. From the
above-based simulations, it is safe to conclude that the
microbattery switch matrix will perform as desired.

9. Conclusions

A switch matrix for two microbatteries is successfully
developed. The designed switch matrix is a subset of a
complete microbattery power management system. The twocell microbattery switch matrix is an implementation of the
general microbattery switch array system discussed earlier. It
helps in charging two microbatteries in parallel and at the
same time also allows two microbatteries to be discharged in
series or parallel mode. Using a simple model of the
microbattery in the SPICE simulations, MOS devices show
negligible device leakage (<SPA) and also less than lOmV
forward drop on any switch. This is appropriate for any
microbattery charge of the stated size (50nAHmicrobattery).
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Fig 14 Leakage current measurements.

The discharge projles do not necessarily replicate ideal
microbattery discharge characteristics. The simulations are
used to prove that the switch matrix allows energy transfer to
the load without any loss of energy.

8. Test chip
A test chip has been fabricated in a 0.35vm Silicon-onInsulator process as seen in Figure 15. The results of the test
chip will be addressed in the conference presentation.
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Fig. 15 Switch matrix layout.
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